Guide to the ASTRODAMUS Predictions

Manual to the Astrodamus Reports
Thank you for ordering one of our Astrodamus Reports. In this manual we will disclose how
to interpret this Report so that you can grasp the specific Astrodamus language.
Do know that the Report is generated with a software program that was originally
programmed in Hungarian. The texts were then translated from Hungarian to English, but
often in quite a bad way... We hope you don’t mind this and find reliability and the technique
that is used more important.
Before Astrodamus™ was launched in 2000, the reports of this software were tested on nearly
2,000 horoscopes (537 people have since deceased, 1,270 were still living in 2003) giving the
following accuracy indexes:
Features tested

Accuracy

Annual analysis (maximum deviation +/- 2 weeks)

95%

Daily analysis (maximum deviation +/- 1 day)

85%

Personality description

80%

Forecasting

75%

ucky/unlucky periods

Financial situation in different life stages

70%

Delineation of overall health and propensity to illness

70%

Number of marriages/partner relationships

67% - 90%

Sign of the partner

85%

Personality traits of the partner

80%

Quality of relationship(s) and turbulent factors if present

85%

Outstanding life events

85%

Indeed, from our own experience we know how accurate Astrodamus™ and the reports are. In
fact, frightening accurate!
According to your choice, your Report may include one or more of following items:
 Your natal chart wheel with Fixed Stars and a detailed aspect grid
 A Basic Analysis of your natal chart
 the Annual and/or Daily Analysis for a certain period

CHART WHEEL
Your Chart wheel contains a detailed aspect grid on which you can find the following
symbols:
 a small black trine in the left upper corner of the aspect and
 a second box around the aspect

Example:
this small black triangle points to applying aspects (the aspect is about to
become exact, the orb gets smaller and smaller). If there is no triangle in the
corner, the aspect is separating.
A double boxed aspect denotes an incoming aspect (the faster planet runs toward
the slower planet). If there is only one box around the aspect, the aspect is
outgoing (the faster planet runs away from the slower planet.
On the outer ring of the chart wheel you can read the Fixed Stars that are conjunct any point or
planet.

BASIC ANALYSIS
The Basic Analysis of your natal chart describes four different topics:
 basic analysis (basic analysis of the natal chart)
 propensity to illness or accidents
 data pertaining to spouse/partner
 financial situation
The first topic is the basic analysis which, in a nutshell, delineates the Ascendant, blended
with your Sun sign.
For example:
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Then follows a delineation of the following subtopics, from a) to f); (it’s possible that not all
subtopics are listed, depending on your natal chart):
a) Play an important role in his/her life: this section describes life events that
play an enormously important role in your life, for good or for bad.
Example 1: when you read the words ‘work, illness’ in this section, this may
mean that work is the first priority in your life, you want good co-workers and
may even be a workaholic. Health is important to you too. You may possibly
work in the healing or medical fields. Work and health may be intertwined.
Example 2: when the themes of ‘death/divorce, finances’ are listed, it may
indicate fear of death, leave-taking or separation. Death and separation are a
theme in your life. Financial issues may be present in your life. Because death
and finances are intertwined legacies belong to the possibilities in your life.
b) Dominant over the following persons: when you find this section in your
report, it means that Astrodamus has found that some people have a huge
impact on your life, in one way or the other.
Example: when the words ‘friends, father-in-law or mother-in-law’ are listed,
this means that these persons will influence your life in quite a big way.
c) Connections: this word lists all your ‘connections’ or ‘relationships’ and
people you may meet during your life. Harmonious relationships are printed in
green, more unfavorable relationships are printed in red. Read the sentences
from left to right and from right to left and combine the meanings. We refer to
the Addendum ‘Life domains’ in which you can find the words that are used
and the meaning they have. Please, read this Addendum carefully before
jumping to any conclusion!
Note: the words ‘negatively related’ mean ‘dislike’. The words ‘positively
related’ mean ‘like’.
Example 1: the red sentence ‘Parent negatively related to abroad or legal
matter’ may mean the following:
* my parents dislike my involvement in foreign transactions or foreign affairs
* I dislike my parents’ involvement in foreign affairs or transactions
* I dislike my parent’s legal affairs and matters
* my parents dislike my involvement in legal matters
* etc…
Example 2: what does it mean when you read the following red sentence:
‘Child, love negatively related with work or illness’. These are some
possibilities:
* I dislike my child’s work for whatever reason
* my child dislikes my work, for example because I don’t have enough time to
spend with her/him
* I dislike my child’s illness which worries me.
* I dislike the work of my child’s partner (the word ‘love’ as described in the
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Addendum ‘Life domain’ is related to anyone we do like)
d) Gambling not advised. If your natal chart does not promise much luck in
gambling or winning, this sentence will be printed.
e) No possibility of sexual perversion: be careful when delineating this sentence
because only 238 cases were analyzed with Astrodamus. This is not
statistically significant at all.
f) No possibility of correction facility or mental institute: here too, be careful
when delineating this sentence; only 770 cases were analysed with
Astrodamus. Take it with grains of salt.
The second topic under the basic analysis is the propensity to illness or accidents. Words and
sentences in red point to health problems. The propensity to illness or accidents refers to the
entire life span. Even if you have no complaints today, this does not mean you will not
develop problems later in your life. The sentence also signals minor accidents.
The third topic lists data pertaining to spouse/partner.
Then follows a delineation of the following subtopics, from a) to e); (it’s possible that not all
subtopics are listed, depending on your natal chart):
a) Possibility of one marriage (cohabitation) only (xx %): Astrodamus will tell you if
there may be more than one marriage or very deep friendship with a partner. Your
partner is not only your wife or husband but any intimate relationship you may have as
well.
So, marriage is NOT the criterion for Astrodamus!
Also, it’s possible that Astrodamus points to an ‘early, hasty relationship’ in the
Report, as well as ‘late relationship possible.’ This may seem contradicting but it is
not! In case you read ‘contradicting’ information in the Report, in practice
Astrodamus will indicate that you will have more than one (profound) relationship or
marriage in your life and that every relationship will have some specific characteristics
as listed, one will be a hasty one and the other relationship will come late in life. Do
remember that the Report describes your whole life!
When Astrodamus lets you know that ‘the number of marriages, (cohabitation) cannot
be determined’ and lists some events in the Report that point to a marriage, then a
marriage still may occur. You must read the texts as a whole.
b) The partner(s) probable sun or asc. Sign(s): here you can read the possible ascending
or Sun sign of your partner (the partner is th one you are attracted to and not only your
husband/wife).
c) Quality of relationship(s): A red text points to disharmonious or unfavourable
influences. Here too, Astrodamus describes the quality of all your relationships during
your whole life.
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d) The following events will cause friction in relationship(s): Here you will read all the
topics and themes that may cause friction in all your intimate relationships.
e) The time when spouses first met (considering only marriages based on love)
between: Here Astrodamus prints the date when it’s likely that you will meet a
partner.
The fourth topic describes your financial situation. Astrodamus lists different age groups
with the accompanying general financial situation. Overlapping periods do show that your
financial situation will not change overnight.

ANNUAL AND/OR DAILY ANALYSIS
The Annual Analysis lists events that will happen in a certain time span (+/- 2 weeks). It’s
intertwined with the Daily Analysis that lists events for a certain day (+/- 1 day).
If the events appear in the Daily Analysis but you can’t find the same events in the Annual
Analysis, then it’s unlikely that the event will happen!
Example: when in the Daily Analysis you read that you may lose your job, but you cannot
find this event in the Annual Analysis, then it’s unlikely that you will lose your job!
If you are planning to marriage and in the Annual Analysis appears ‘important life event’ or
‘change related to love’, then it’s very likely that you will marry in the given time span.
The ‘Annual Analysis’ always overpowers the ‘Daily Analysis’!
The Annual Analysis is based on the primary directions. The quality of the event is indicated
by the word favorable in green or the word unfavorable in red.
When an event appears in the Annual Analysis in green, and the same event appears in the
Daily Analysis in red, this means that the event will still be positive (in the end).
When the Annual Analysis lists an event in red and the same event appears in the Daily
Analysis in green then it’s unlikely that the event will have a positive ending.
Example:
Block 1
(public) assault affecting life style; end of job; illness of parents
vocation/success; immediate family : >> important change – with positive final result –
connected with love
unfavorable real-estate transaction or move; losses; problem with family
immediate family, accident/damage : >> important change – with positive final result –
connected with luck
Block 2
(public) assault affecting life style; end of job; illness of parents
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vocation/success; immediate family : >> important change – with positive final result –
connected with love
unfavourable real-estate transaction or move; losses; problem with family
immediate family, accident/damage : >> important change – with positive final result –
connected with luck
All blocks must be read in all directions: from left to right and from right to left, topdown and the reverse. Read and blend the words in all directions.
The content of the words (keywords) can be read from the Addendum ‘Life domains.’
In the example above the blocks describe the death of Mozart’s father on May 28, 1787. In
the example we find converse primary directed Sun square Mozart’s natal Sun- and his
primary directed Sun inconjunct his natal MC.
Another example from our own practice:
Block 1
favorable change related to self
love, child, work, illness : >> favorable change - with obstacles - connected with
obligation
favorable change with marriage or partnership
love, sex/rarely childbirth : >> favorable change - with obstacles - connected with work
Block 2
events determining long term tendencies
love, child, work illness : >> important change - with obstacles
What happened? This client met his wife then (however, she was still married to someone else
at that moment).
Life events can be listed in two different ways (as in Mozart’s case above):
1. the event is listed only once in a certain time span
2. the event is listed more than once (eventually under different periods), which
means that the event will happen in different stages or will happen in the
overlapping time span:
Example: imagine there are two different blocks describing the same event and
the first block starts in April and ends in December, the next block starts in
July and ends in February the following year. This means that the event will
likely happen between April and June (the overlapping period indicated by
both blocks), and that the event will certainly start manifesting after June.
From the moment you can read a single block, you can start combining all the blocks in the
Annual Analysis.
If a certain event is listed different times, both in a favorable way as well as in an
unfavorable way, than the disharmonious effects will be minor, BUT ONLY in the
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overlapping time span!! So, it is very important that you take a look at the time span in which
events are indicated.
IMPORTANT : predictions will only be correct if your time of birth is accurate to the
minute! (That’s the only disadvantage of the primary directions: if your time of birth is 4
minutes off, the prediction will be one year off or will even not manifest!!)
The Daily Analysis should be read the same way as the Annual Analysis.
IMPORTANT: Remember, events will only happen when they also appear in the Annual
Analysis!
Example:
favorable change with job or illness
distant relatives, illness : >> favorable change - with positive final results - connected
with accident/damage
resolution of problems
accident/damage, isolation :>> favorable change - with positive final result - connected
with immediate family
What happened? This client feared to lose his job and signed another contract.
Under the Daily Analysis you can find your biorhythm too. However, take this with some
grains of salt. Our experience has proven that this is not always reliable.
Don’t neglect the headings ‘effects’ and ‘daily analysis’ in the Daily Analysis Report.
Under ‘effects’ you will find a list of topics that may bring hindrance (in red) or that are
favorable (in green). Also some strong effects to be expected with… are listed.
Do keep an eye on these ‘effects’ when reading your daily trends, because they really are
important!
Under daily analysis you will see how good your day is regarding financial matters and
communicative skills (negotiations and communication). As always, a green text shows
favorable influences, red texts points to challenges.
IMPORTANT NOTE ON BLANK PAGES

It happens that you may find blank pages (‘years missing’ for example) in your annual or daily
analysis. This is not an error nor is it a mistake or a programming bug!
The annual analysis lists the time frames (start and ending periods) during which primary
directions are active.
When a primary direction starts in a certain year and spans most of the year, it will be listed
under that year. In case no primary direction starts in a certain year or in case it does not span
most of the year, it will not be listed under the starting year but under the header of the next
year. Primary directions are unlike transits that happen more frequently (because of the shortrange influences). Primary directions describe long-range influences which are less frequent,
but last longer.
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ADDENDUM: ‘LIFE DOMAINS’
According to specific astrological configurations, Astrodamus uses keywords to describe the
event in the Annual and Daily analysis. The keywords have a specific meaning that you can
find below.
Accident/damage

Don’t think that this keyword always indicates severe accidents
and cases, though it can. Most often it may indicate nearaccidents too. Just use caution in this period and be (more)
careful. Surgeries can be found under this keyword too, as well as
work related injuries. Health workers, nurses, paramedics etc.
may see this keyword too when they take care of (severe)
victims.
In a small percentage of cases this keyword can be found in the
Annual or Daily Analysis, indicating news of death(s), especially
when you don’t know the deceased quite well or have no
emotional bond with him or her (also see the keyword death,
separation)..
If the scale is 3 or below, then it’s just a minor accident or case.
A scale above 3, may indicate more severe accidents or illness
causing different medical follow-ups.
Under ‘damage’ Astrodamus lists events and cases in which
there are financial expenses and in which something has to be
restored to its original state. Examples of damage are fines, fire,
broken pipes and their consequences, theft, car damage…
Maintenance costs also belong to this keyword (painting the
bedroom for example).

Addiction

Any case of addiction or abuse (and addictive behaviour) is
indicated by this keyword that almost only appears in the Daily
Analysis periodically for a long time.

Administration

The same type of events as listed under Authority is indicated
by this keyword (but most often it does not indicate your boss).
Administration is about your official business, filing claims,
daily administrative work etc.

Art

This keyword indicates any kind of art (not necessarily
professional art). It happens that this kind of events also appears
under ‘public appearance’ or ‘vocation/succes’.

Authority

This keyword includes any branch of the government such as tax
authorities, customs, the judicial system, police or fire
departments and, occasionally, any supervisor or superior person
or your boss. It may indicate people wearing a uniform.

Change related to illness

If the change appears as favorable it indicates the end of some
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illness. If the change is unfavorable it indicates the beginning of
illness.
Child

This keyword refers to any child; it may be your own child, or a
grandchild, regardless of its age! It may indicate the child of
someone else too.
The birth of a child or grandchild or… is indicated by this
keyword too. If the event appears with the word unfavorable,
and you are the mother or you are pregnant, there may be some
(minor) complications during your pregnancy or childhood.

Child gynecology
problem

Any problem related to the reproductive organs of a child under
the age of 14 is indicated. Bed-wetting also appears under this
keyword as well as possible sexual abuse.

Childhood joys

This keyword is about play, sport, luck, love interest, puppy love
and everything that may make a child (or an adult) happy.

Communication

This keyword denotes information you receive from any source,
through correspondence, negotiations or news media.

Contract

Not necessarily written contracts are indicated by this keyword,
it’s much broader. Basically, all agreements should be seen as
‘contracts’. Unfavorable indications point to unfavorable
agreements so it’s best not to lend money, don’t sign any
contract and don’t negotiate with the police after they stopped
you for violating the law…

Damages

See Accident/damage

Death/separation/divorce Abortion falls under this keyword too, as well as death of a child
or baby. The keyword death may mark a milestone in your life.
If the scale is below 6 it may indicate a life-threatening
emergency, especially if this keyword appears together with the
keywords accident or surgery. Unsuccessful suicide attempts
are often marked as favorable.
In most cases, however, Astrodamus, uses this keyword when it’s
just about separation or divorce.
Delay

This keyword has a negative meaning. If an event appears with
this keyword, it does not refer to the delay of the event itself;
rather to the effect of the event that will drag on. Even a
favorable change will yield success in a delayed manner, despite
your efforts. This keyword usually appears in the Daily Analysis
periodically for a relatively long time.

Desires

This keyword is about your dreams and hopes and may also
indicate friendships.
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Divorce (separation or
possibility of separation)

Here, Astrodamus does not weigh the events and the reason of
divorce or separation is not determined. A most typical reason
may be quarrels or irreconcilable differences. On the other hand,
Astrodamus also uses this keyword when the reason is a physical
distance, long working hours, imprisonment or hospitalization. It
may denote a (short) trip. Also check whom the blocks refer to:
your partner, parents, child, authority etc. because the event may
occur in relation with them.

Domestic travel

With an unfavorable indication, pay attention that you don’t
violate traffic laws.

Education

This keyword refers to education received at any point in your
life as well as any work done in the fields of education (it’s NOT
about your knowledge). Typically this keyword is about
preschool, grade school, college, all kinds of schools (language
schools etc…), music school, ballet, sports etc. In the Daily
Analysis you can find the results under the negotiations heading.

Elderly person

This keyword indicates persons with a significant difference in
age (much younger or older).

End of work

Expect loss of job (partially or completely), especially when this
keyword can be found in the Annual Analysis. If this keyword
does not appear under the Daily Analysis, it may indicate workrelated changes, not necessarily a job-loss.

Entertainment

This keyword includes drinking, short romantic encounters,
horse racing, sports, hobbies etc.

Female/male

This keyword indicates whether a person is male or female,
however, the reliability is only about 67%..., so don’t rely too
much on the indicated gender.

Finances

This keyword refers to your financial situation. It also refers to
your personal property or possessions as well as financial
speculations or transactions (investments, brokerage
transactions), excluding gambling.

Financial decline,
unexpected expenses

This keyword indicates a decline relative to what was previously
indicated in a given period. It also indicates difficulties related to
real estate or personal possessions.

Foreign countries

This keyword also includes foreign/international trade and
affairs. This keyword is not always accurate though!

Friend(s)

This keyword includes adopted children, stepchildren or the
child of another person. It’s NOT about your lover!

Gynecology problem

This keyword includes abortion, irregular menses, bladder
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infection and other gynaecological problems. It also indicates
sexually transmitted diseases or sexual perversions.
Health

See illness

Hesitation

This keyword most often refers to a platonic love relationship.

Illness

This keyword indicates any illness that goes beyond the common
cold. Intoxication may also appear as illness. Scale 3 or below
points to minor illnesses and may also indicate working with the
sick. So, people working in the healing fields may encounter this
keyword more often. It’s best to examine all blocks within the
same time span to determine who is going to be sick. If the word
illness is listed aside from the word child or parent, it may
indicate who becomes sick.

Important life events

This keyword includes all major and important life events which
may become your personal milestones (the beginning of a
serious relationship, change of vocation, marriage, childbirth,
moving abroad,…). It’s very similar to the keyword Self. The
difference with the keyword ‘Self’ is that the keyword
‘important life events’ refers to people other than yourself.

Improvement in life
styles

This keyword may indicate any promotion in a social, political,
religious, scientific or philosophical sense. It also indicates
work-related promotions as well as sports-awards, public awards
etc. See profession/success and public appearance.

Improvement of finances

This keyword indicates an improvement of your financial
situation or your possessions.

Influential

This keyword includes high ranking, authoritative persons or
people whom we respect.

Isolation

This keyword is about the staff of hospitals and institutions (the
army, convents, correction facilities etc.) but also includes
loneliness or seclusion (voluntarily or due to illness) as well.
Interestingly it’s also about big animals.

Joy

You will always find ‘child’, ‘parent’ or ‘sibling’ following this
keyword. It almost always indicates positive and important
events: childbirth (not necessarily your own child), promotions,
reaching a goal, beginning of an important relationship, moving
and everything that makes YOU really happy.

Law

Civil suits, employment disputes or criminal cases are indicated
by this keyword. On occasion higher educational examination is
included in this keyword.
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Love

This keyword indicates the person you are in love with without
taking into consideration the gender of the person. Childhood
love rather appears under the keywords joy, desires or friends.
The event begins with the words “begin of”, the end is indicated
by the words “end of.”

Beginning of love / end
of love

Astrodamus cannot indicate whether the end is permanent or
temporary or whether you restart an old relationship.

Luck

Lucky events are indicated. In case it is listed as unfavorable
the end is still positive.

Marriage/relationship

See partner/spouse

Move

See real-estate

Obligations

This keyword is also about work-related obligations but includes
non-work related obligations as well (visiting someone,…)

Over reach/ in the
extreme

This keyword includes all extremes (extreme highs and depths)
and is most often found in the Daily Analysis.

Parents

This keyword is not only about your parents, but includes your
grandparents, stepparents etc. as well. See relatives.

Partner, external
environment

This keyword includes business partners as well as legal matters.
Also see Publicity.

Partner/spouse

This keyword indicates your domestic partner. It may indicate
the wedding or the beginning of any serious relationship. If it
appears with the keywords divorce/separation it may indicate the
end of your relationship.

Pleasantness

This keyword includes daily pleasant situations and is the same
as joy.

Possible hospitalization

The word ‘Possible’ is the key. If the scale is 6 or above,
chances are there will be a hospitalization.

Principal

This keyword includes your employer, any superior person in
your life, a manager or boss but also co-workers and authority.

Poor performance

Any performance (school examination, negative evaluation by
your boss, etc.) is indicated. Check the heading ‘hindrances’ in
the Daily Analysis. If you find a similar keyword (for example
education), chances are you will not pass your exams.

Problems

You will always find a person or subject following this keyword.
As always, look for further details in the blocks.
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Public assault affecting
life style

This keyword also includes the end of your job, unemployment,
completing school (graduation) or a break in education.

Publicity

This keyword includes your public life. Besides the news media
it includes any memberships in social clubs, political party,
organizations etc. Any social, political, religious, artistic or
scientific changes or changes in lifestyle will appear here.
Sometimes legal affairs also appear under this keyword.

Real estate

Most often this keyword refers to real estate transactions but also
to relocating or moving and even (short) trips

Recognition

This keyword indicates the realization of something (whatever it
may be).

Relative

This keyword is about close or distant relatives (siblings,
grandparents, step parents, uncles and aunts, in-laws, etc.).
Children and your partner are NOT included here.

Reproduction

Repeated events are indicated by this keyword as well as
improvements in lifestyle.

Secrets

This keyword has a broad meaning and includes secret science
(astrology) and also secret love affairs.
With a favorable (begin of) indication the beginning of a secret
love is indicated, a unfavorable, end of indication points to the
end.

Secret love

Self

This is similar to the keyword “Important Life Event” but
emphasises your own self.

Sex

All sorts of sex appear under this keyword. First time intercourse
often can be found under childhood gynecology or gynecology

Specialty

This keyword indicates unusual, extraordinary events such as
divorce, intoxication and events related to modern technology
(motor vehicles, computers, etc.).

Succesful examination

This keyword refers to school examinations and other (workrelated) evaluations as well.

Surgery

This keyword almost always seems to involve blood. Dental
procedures (extractions) are indicated as well. If the scale is 6 or
below no hospitalization is necessary. Hospitalization will occur
if the scale is above 6. In some rare cases, this keyword also
indicates accidents or death.

Trade

See contracts.

Transportation

This keyword refers to any type of transportation along with
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walking.
Travel

This keyword is about domestic and foreign travel.

Unpleasantness

Mostly insignificant negative events are indicated by this
keyword (e.g. intoxication).

Vocation/success

This keyword does not only indicate change of jobs but also
change from one area of work to another. Success does not
necessarily mean monetary success; it may be a successful
examination or a visit of higher ups or awards of any kind.
Changes of social, political, religious, scientific nature can also
be found under publicity.

Unfavorable change

These changes are planned but unexecuted or unfulfilled or it may
denote past events with unsatisfactory results.

Favorable change

This keyword points to a positive ending.

Important change

The outcome is significant (not necessarily positive or negative).
For example: death.

change

In most cases this keyword indicates significant events such as
minor illnesses or educational events. Examine whether there is a
unfavorable or favorable indication.

Events determining
long term tendencies
Positive final results

This keyword indicates events that will likely last for several years.
The outcome will be positive. There may be some connection with
superiors, authority, father or husband..

Repeatedly

The events will occur multiple times and are often related to
women, health, real estate or children.

Tension

Tension will prevail, even if there is a favorable indication. Most
often you receive some information and the events are mostly
related to siblings, travel, education or commerce.

Dynamics

When appearing with ‘dynamics’ the events happen energetically,
vehemently. If there is an indication of accident, love, authority or
law within the blocks, be cautious within the given time span.
Events are connected with authority or illness.

Good luck

These events are lucky, even if they start unlucky. Often they are
connected with law, travel or advanced studies.

Obstacles

There are delays, even when it’s about favorable events. Events are
often connected with elderly people or related to your profession.
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Unexpectedly

Sometimes it’s not only about the unexpected but the unusual and
extraordinary too.

Irregularity

Expect obscure, foggy, uncertain, irregular and even unethical
events. Addictions may play part. Also expect delays, even with a
favorable indication.

Extremes

This keyword points to extremes, very very great differences.
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